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Abstract16

Uncertainty in numerical weather forecasts arising from an imperfect knowl-17

edge of the initial condition of the atmospheric system and the discrete mod-18

elling of physical processes is addressed with ensemble prediction systems.19

The breeding method allows the creation of initial condition perturbations20

in a simple and computationally inexpensive way. This technique uses the21

full nonlinear dynamics of the system to identify fast-growing modes in the22

analysis fields, obtained from the difference between control and perturbed23

runs rescaled at regular time intervals. This procedure is more suitable for24

the high resolution ensemble forecasts required to reproduce small scale high25

impact weather events, as the complete nonlinear model is applied to gen-26

erate the perturbations. The underdispersion commonly found in ensemble27

forecasts emphasizes the need to develop methods that increase ensemble28

spread and diversity at no cost to forecast skill. In this sense, we investigate29

the benefits of different breeding techniques in terms of ensemble diversity30

and forecast skill for a mesoscale ensemble over the Western Mediterranean31

region. In addition, we propose a new method, Bred Vectors Tailored En-32

semble Perturbations designed to control the scale of the perturbations and33

indirectly the ensemble spread. The combination of this method with or-34

ment, University of the Balearic Islands, Cra. Valldemossa km 7.5 07122 Palma,
Spain.
E-mail: alejandro.hermoso@uib.es
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thogonal bred vectors shows significant improvements in terms of ensemble35

diversity and forecast skill with respect to the current arithmetic methods.36
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1. Introduction38

High impact weather events, including large hail, strong winds, tor-39

nadoes or intense precipitation giving rise flash floods, are responsible for40

high socieconomical impacts. According to the Emergency Events Database41

(EM-DAT) (http://www.emdat.be/), the economic cost of flash floods in42

countries surrounding the Mediterranean Sea is estimated to be 85 billion43

Euros since 1900 (Gaume et al. 2018). The Mediterranean region is fre-44

quently affected by these phenomena (e.g. Gaume et al. 2009; Llasat et al.45

2013) and the conceptual model describing their genesis and evolution is46

well documented in the literature (Michaelides et al. 2018, and references47

therein). Various studies highlight the role of the sea as a source of latent48

heat, which contributes to increase the energy of baroclinic and convective49

systems (e.g. Romero et al. 1998). These events are more frequent in50

autumn (Tuduŕı and Ramis 1997) when the warm sea surface temperature51

favors the development of convection. The interaction with the orography52

of the coastal regions favors the organization of mesoscale flows (Homar53

et al. 2002) and also acts as a triggering mechanism. Adequate numerical54

weather forecasts of severe weather events are essential to produce warnings55

that help to prevent personal and material losses. However, due to the small56
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scale processes involved in the genesis and evolution of the systems respon-57

sible for severe phenomena, forecasting the socially relevant aspects of these58

phenomena such as location, intensity and timing is extremely challenging.59

In addition, many systems which affect Mediterranean coast lands originate60

over the sea, which increases the forecasting challenge due to the higher61

analysis errors owing to the reduced number of available observations over62

maritime bodies (e.g Carrió and Homar 2016).63

Numerical weather forecasts are inherently uncertain due to an imper-64

fect knowledge of the state of the atmosphere and also due to the presence65

of deficiencies in numerical models to represent some key physical processes.66

Because of the chaotic nature of the atmospheric system, two similar numer-67

ical states eventually evolve into significantly different solutions and thus68

ever-present errors in the initial condition eventually generate a worthless69

forecast (Lorenz 1963). As a consequence, the state of the system must70

be modeled with a mathematical formalism which naturally accounts for71

uncertainty, which is quantified by means of probabilistic information. The72

probability density function (PDF), a multidimensional function defined73

over the phase space, which represents all possible states of the system is74

used to characterize the uncertainty of the system.75

The temporal evolution of the PDF of a dynamical system is described by76

the Liouville equation (Ehrendorfer 1994) or by the Fokker-Planck equation,77
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which includes stochastic terms to account for model error (Hasselmann78

1976). Nevertheless, the lack of an analytical solution for the governing79

equations and the high dimensionality of the system are critical impediments80

for real applications of these equations. Therefore, only an ensemble of81

discrete samples of the PDF can be considered, so choosing an adequate82

strategy to sample initial conditions and model error is a key question for83

any ensemble forecasting system.84

Efficient sampling methods are those based on the dynamics of the sys-85

tem to estimate the fast growing modes. An example is the singular vectors86

method used at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts87

(ECMWF) (Molteni et al. 1996) and the Japan Meteorological Agency88

(JMA) (Yamaguchi et al. 2009a,b), which computes the perturbations with89

the largest linear energy growth during an optimization interval, by means90

of the tangent linear model. They are shown to be adequate to represent91

uncertainties at synoptic scale (Buizza et al. 2005). Another strategy is92

the breeding method, which is based on dynamics and has been used opera-93

tionally at NCEP (Toth and Kalnay 1993). It estimates the fastest growing94

modes in the forecast from the largest growing modes in the recent past. In-95

deed, this technique is designed to capture the fastest growing errors during96

an assimilation cycle (Toth and Kalnay 1997).97

Concerning model error, the multimodel approach samples model un-98
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certainty by combining forecasts from different operational models. On the99

other hand, multiphysics and multiparameter methods are based on the100

idea that the main source of error is the parameterization of sub-grid scale101

processes and thus different ensemble members have different combinations102

of physics schemes or different values of specific parameters within the same103

scheme (e.g. Stensrud et al. 2000; Du et al. 2015). Beyond these techniques,104

stochastic physics, such as, but not limited to, stochastically perturbed105

parameterization technique (SPPT), introduced by Buizza et al. (1999),106

which perturbs the physical parameterization tendencies of the state vari-107

ables by means of stochastic terms, or stochastic kinetic energy backscatter108

scheme (SKEB, Berner et al. 2009), which represents uncertainties arising109

from interactions with unresolved scales by stochastically perturbing the110

parameterized upscale component available as a kinetic energy source. The111

ensemble generation strategy most widely used in operational centers con-112

sists in a combination of initial condition perturbations with multiphysics113

or stochastic parameterizations to account for model error (Buizza et al.114

2018).115

Despite the enormous increase in computational power over the last116

decades, the numerical forecast of crucial features of high impact phenom-117

ena such as location, timing and intensity requires convective allowing res-118

olutions that cannot be operationally run for a global domain. In that119
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case, in addition to the sources of errors arising from the initial fields and120

model inaccuracies, high-resolution limited area configurations must also121

account for errors originating at the boundaries of the domain. This in-122

troduces another source of uncertainty that must be considered (Warner123

et al. 1997; Nutter et al. 2004; Saslo and Greybush 2017). Various au-124

thors highlight the importance of adequately sampling boundary condition125

uncertainties in mesoscale ensemble prediction systems. For instance, Saito126

et al. (2012) demonstrate that including boundary condition perturbations127

in both the breeding or assimilation cycles and the forecast improves both128

ensemble spread and skill.129

Furthermore, a long lasting weakness of high resolution ensemble fore-130

casts is their underdispersion (i.e. forecast spread lower than forecast er-131

rors). Zhu et al. (2012) and Clark et al. (2011) show examples of this prob-132

lem for mesoscale ensembles. The insufficient initial spread inherited from133

the global model is not overcome by the mesoscale ensemble. For extreme134

events, which are by definition outliers of the climate distribution, under-135

dispersion is highly critical as the value of the ensemble forecast strongly136

relies on its ability to depict scenarios which involve risk for a population137

in order to take adequate protective measures.138

A simple solution to correct the underdispersion arising from an insuffi-139

cient initial spread consists in inflating the initial perturbations (Zhu et al.140
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2013). However, the increase in ensemble spread produced by the inflation141

may cause an increase in forecast errors due to artificially high initial pertur-142

bations. In addition, a spin-up period is required to generate structures at143

the scales resolved by the high resolution model when initial conditions are144

downscaled from a coarser resolution model. Therefore, it is more suitable145

to construct initial perturbations which consistently represent the errors146

present in the scales of interest for short-range mesoscale forecasts without147

the requirement of introducing unnatural perturbation amplitudes.148

Among the different techniques to generate initial condition perturba-149

tions, the breeding method is best suited for the mesoscale, where nonlin-150

earities can produce faster and higher error growth and propagation (Ho-151

henegger and Schär 2007), as the full nonlinear model is used to generate the152

perturbations. In addition, this methodology is simple to implement and its153

computational cost is low. Another documented advantage of bred vectors154

with respect to other ensemble generation strategies such as singular vectors155

is the reduced sensitivity to the norm used to define the growth and rescal-156

ing of breds (Corazza et al. 2003). Nevertheless, bred vectors are prone to157

collapse into a low dimensional space and consequently ensembles based on158

bred vectors are frequently underdispersive (e.g. Bowler 2006; Palmer 2018).159

Different approaches have been proposed to tackle this challenge, such as160

the orthogonalization of bred vectors (Annan 2004; Keller et al. 2010); the161
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introduction of random noise of a small amplitude to ”keep bred vectors162

young”, the idea introduced by Kalnay (2008) and applied in Greybush et163

al. (2013); or the stochastically perturbed bred vectors proposed by Giggins164

and Gottwald (2019). In an operational context, the ensemble transform165

(ET) and ensemble transform with rescaling (ETR) has been used at NCEP166

(Wei et al. 2008). ET is an extension of the bred vector methodology, as167

ensemble perturbations for the next cycle are obtained from a transforma-168

tion of previous cycle forecast perturbations. ETR introduces a regional169

rescaling process after applying ET.170

An additional drawback of the standard breeding method is the lim-171

itation of the perturbation scales. Toth and Kalnay (1993) showed that172

the scale of bred vectors is strongly constrained by the rescaling period.173

This poses a challenging problem when creating targeted perturbations at174

specific scales of interest, such as the convective scale. Short-range ensem-175

ble forecasts must account for fast growing errors which saturate at short176

lead times, as well as errors with a lower growth rate which saturate at177

subsequent lead times within the forecast range. Therefore, perturbations178

to both meso-γ and meso-α scales must be introduced to consider growing179

errors related to active convective systems, which have a high growth rate180

during the first hours of forecast, and errors associated with larger scale181

systems, such as fronts or squall lines, with error saturation times close to182
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short-range forecast lead time (i.e. 24-36 hours).183

The most appropriate way to represent uncertainties at the mesoscale184

and convective scale remains an open question. The purpose of this work185

is to investigate new ensemble generation strategies focusing on initial con-186

dition perturbations based on bred vectors which allows the increase of187

ensemble diversity and spread of the standard breeding method in order to188

improve mesoscale ensemble forecasts of high impact weather events over the189

Western Mediterranean. In addition, a technique drawn from the breeding190

method is designed to overcome the challenge of including initial condi-191

tion perturbations across the full range of scales of interest for short-range192

forecasts.193

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The traditional arith-194

metic bred vector methodology and different modifications are described in195

Section 2. In Section 3 the model configuration and the different ensemble196

experiments configuration is explained in detail. Results are presented in197

Section 4 and the final section provides a summary and main conclusions.198

2. Methodology199

The theoretical concepts and tools applied and developed in this study200

are described in this section. The traditional arithmetic breeding rescaling201

is described, together with modifications of the technique proposed in the202
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literature to correct some of the deficiencies of the original method, such203

as logarithmic and orthogonal bred vectors. In addition, a new method is204

proposed to introduce a seamless scale representation in ensemble pertur-205

bations. Metrics used to quantify ensemble diversity and spread also are206

presented.207

2.1 Breeding method208

The traditional arithmetic breeding method designed by Toth and Kalnay209

(1993) consists of the following steps: A random perturbation is added to210

the analysis and the nonlinear forecast model is integrated for both the per-211

turbed and the unperturbed initial conditions for a short time period. The212

bred vector (BV) is obtained as the difference between these two forecasts213

rescaled with some norm:214

~BV =
xp − xc
α

, (1)

where α is a coefficient that depends on the norm selected. Traditional215

rescaling norms are so called arithmetic (e.g. rms amplitude) such as the216

following example:217

α|

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(Tp − Tc)2 = constant. (2)

In this case, the coefficient α is chosen such that the root mean square218

difference (RMSD) of temperature at some vertical level of interest is set to219
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a constant value.220

This rescaled perturbation is called an arithmetic bred vector (ABV)221

and it is added to the next analysis and the procedure is repeated. This222

rescaling criteria favors fast growing modes, as other modes are damped by223

the repeated rescaling. Bred vectors are a nonlinear extension of Lyapunov224

vectors but they use finite perturbation amplitudes and are generated over225

a finite time interval (Kalnay et al. 2002). Given a dynamical system, the226

Lyapunov exponents can be used to characterize its behavior. When one or227

more Lyapunov exponents are positive, the system is chaotic as neighboring228

trajectories diverge. For predictability applications we are interested in local229

properties. Accordingly, the leading local Lyapunov vector (LLV) can be230

defined as the vector towards which any random perturbation introduced a231

long time earlier will converge (Kalnay 2003). When multiple bred vectors232

are considered, the subspace of perturbations of largest growth is sampled,233

and they do not converge to a single LLV due to nonlinear interactions and234

different regional characteristics (Toth and Kalnay 1997). At mesoscale,235

due to a highly nonlinear evolution of perturbations, small differences in236

the initial random perturbations have the potential of producing greater237

differences among bred vectors than at synoptic scale.238

An advantage of BV is that they are finite fluctuations (Primo et al.239

2005) as long as they are obtained from the difference between perturbed240
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and unperturbed model integrations and thus results in a perturbation bal-241

anced with the dynamics of the model. However, the implications of this242

aspect in realistic atmospheric applications with an initial state provided by243

an analysis are not straightforward since the analysis produced by a data244

assimilation system is not a model state.245

2.2 Logarithmic bred vectors246

An additional breeding technique, logarithmic bred vectors (LBV), was247

proposed by Primo et al. (2008) in order to improve the diversity of bred248

vectors and ensemble spread. This technique differs from the traditional249

breeding technique through the use of a rescaling norm based on a geomet-250

rical mean:251

α|(
N∏
i=1

|Tp − Tc|)
1
N = constant. (3)

This rescaling is more coherent with the average exponential growth of252

perturbations and thus it prevents the full perturbation to be dominated253

by the most localized modes. This is achieved as the weight of highly254

localized modes is modulated in with the geometrical mean, with respect to255

the arithmetic rescaling. Primo et al. (2008) and Pazo et al. (2011) show256

that logarithmic BV perform better in terms of ensemble diversity for low257

complexity toy models.258
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2.3 Orthogonal bred vectors259

An alternative methodology proposed in the literature (e.g. Annan260

2004; Keller et al. 2010) to increase bred vector diversity in toy or global261

models is orthogonalization. This technique is initialized analogously to262

arithmetic and logarithmic bred vectors. A random perturbation is added263

to the analysis and after a short integration, the difference between the con-264

trol and the perturbed forecast is rescaled to a constant arithmetic norm.265

However, before the initialization of the next cycle, the set of bred vectors266

is orthogonalized. The procedure consists of the following steps. First, a267

state vector perturbation is normalized per variable and level. Then, a per-268

turbation matrix whose columns are the perturbation vector for each bred269

is constructed and is orthogonalized using a QR decomposition (e.g. Golub270

and VanLoan 1996). The original perturbation matrix is decomposed into271

an orthogonal matrix Q and an upper triangular matrix R. The different272

resulting orthogonal perturbation vectors are rescaled back to their original273

amplitude depending on the variable and model level. Then, the arithmetic274

rescaling is applied before adding the perturbation to the next analysis and275

the process is repeated. Orthogonal bred vectors (OBV) are the perturba-276

tions obtained before applying the orthogonalization for the next integration277

period, and thus they are also finite fluctuations since they are obtained as278

a combination of model integrations.279
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2.4 Bred vectors tailored ensemble perturbations280

The formalism introduced by Primo et al. (2008) allows the character-281

ization of the spatiotemporal evolution of any finite perturbation with two282

parameters, logρ and ω2, defined as follows :283

logρ = log
( N∏
i=1

|δxi|)
1
N

)
, (4)

284

ω2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(logδxi − logρ)2, (5)

where N is the total number of grid points considered, which are those grid285

points i where the perturbation δxi is greater than 0. logρ represents the286

geometric mean of the perturbations and is related with its temporal growth287

whereas ω2 represents the variance and is related to the spatial growth288

(Primo et al. 2006). The value of logρ is a measure of the amplitude of the289

perturbations. High logρ implies large mean perturbation amplitudes. By290

definition, logarithmic bred vectors have a fixed logρ value. On the other291

hand, ω2 measures the scale of perturbations. High values of this parameter292

indicate generally small scale perturbations, whereas low values imply large293

scale perturbations.294

The range of spatial scales represented by bred vector perturbations is295

limited and difficult to control due to the lack of tuning parameters in the296

generation technique that have an influence on the bred scales. Indeed, ω2 of297

bred vectors is linked to its rescaling cycle frequency (Kalnay 2003), which in298
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turn is commonly determined by operational cycle constraints. This arises299

from the fact that small scale perturbations grow fast but saturate at short300

times while large scale perturbations have a lower growth rate but saturate301

at later times.302

The amplitude of a perturbation (i.e. logρ) can be modified by simply303

multiplying by the appropriate scalar. On the other hand, the scale of304

a perturbation (ω2 in this context) can also be modified using a power305

transformation as follows:306

β =
ω

ω∗
,

δx∗ = δx1/β, (6)

where ω represents the original scale and ω∗ the new controllable scale of307

the perturbation. This β-transformation derives mathematically from the308

definition of ω2:309

ω∗2 =
(ω
β

)2
=

1

Nβ2

N∑
i=1

(logδxi − logρ)2 =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(logδx
1/β
i − 1

β
logρ)2,

1

β
logρ =

1

β
log
( N∏
i=1

|δxi|)
1
N

)
= log

( N∏
i=1

|δxi|1/β)
1
N

)
. (7)

Hence, the rescaling of ω is obtained through an exponential transformation310

of the perturbation. This approach allows one to introduce initial condition311

perturbations which cover the full range of scales of interest in a, e.g. short-312

range mesoscale ensemble forecast. In addition, the scale of the resulting313
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perturbations is unlinked from the scale imposed by the breeding rescaling314

cycle. For instance, errors with large growth rate but small saturation time315

compared with the breeding rescaling time, which are associated to convec-316

tive scale, can be sampled with this transformation. The two-dimensional317

power spectrum of two illustrative examples of perturbations (with ω2 ≈ 1318

and ω2 = 2.5) clearly reveals the effect of the rescaling (Fig. 1). For high319

values of ω2, larger power spectrum amplitudes are found for a wider range320

of wavenumbers, including smaller scale perturbations. Therefore, this ex-321

ponential transformation allows to sample uncertainties over an extensive322

array of scales.323 Fig. 1

Using this transformation, we propose a new method to generate initial324

condition perturbations based on bred vectors, the Bred Vectors Tailored325

Ensemble Perturbations (BVTEP) method. Mesoscale and local EPS may326

benefit from highly localized IC perturbations generated from regular op-327

erational 6 or 12h cycles. We apply this method to bred vectors as modes328

of high growth, with the hypothesis that the growing properties are not329

considerably damaged when applying the ω2 tailored modification, so that330

the benefits of growing modes and spatial diversity of scales to build initial331

condition perturbations are combined in order to improve ensemble spread332

and skill.333

With this method, we also explore perturbations constructed by com-334
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bining multiple bred vectors and scales:335

Pi =
∑
j

γjδx
1/βj
j , (8)

where γj represents the weight given to each rescaled bred vector. In general,336

each perturbation is the result of the sum of different bred vectors (δxj)337

rescaled at the selected ω with the corresponding βj and weighted by γj,338

which in general can be 0. Besides the advantages of sampling a wider range339

of scales, this technique also enables one to increase ensemble size at no bred340

generation cost because multiple rescaled bred vectors - with multiple ω -341

can be generated from a single bred vector. Hence, ensembles with larger342

sizes can be constructed with the proposed technique at low computational343

cost.344

2.5 Ensemble dimension345

Given the crucial impact of ensemble spread for the forecast of extreme346

events, we adopt the ensemble dimension (Bretherton et al. 1999; Patil et al.347

2001) as a measure of the degree of diversity of a set of perturbations. This348

quantity is computed from the perturbations covariance matrix C, which is349

a k × k matrix for an ensemble of k members:350

Cij =
〈b(i),b(j)〉

L||b(i)||2||b(j)||2
, (9)
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where 〈b(i),b(j)〉 =
∑
b(i)(x)b(j)(x), b is the bred vector perturbation, L is351

the total number of grid points and || · ||2 denotes the 2-norm (i.e. RMSD).352

The ensemble dimension can be computed from the covariance matrix eigen-353

values µi:354

D =

(∑k
i=1

√
µi
)2

∑k
i=1 µi

. (10)

D is a real value between 1, i.e. all perturbations are linear-dependent,355

and k, i.e. all perturbations are orthogonal. An advantage of ensemble356

dimension over other measures of ensemble spread is that it truly quantifies357

the degree of diversity of the ensemble and is not affected by perturbation358

inflation. In other words, modifying the amplitude of the perturbations has359

no influence on ensemble dimension.360

3. Experiment configuration361

The performance of ABV, LBV and OBV presented in the previous362

section is analyzed by generating a set of bred vectors of each kind for a363

3-month test period (1 September - 30 November 2014). The model used to364

perform all the experiments is the WRF-ARW v3.9.1.1 (Skamarock et al.365

2008). A domain with 30 vertical levels with a top pressure of 50 hPa is366

used for the generation of bred vectors. Physical parameterizations are the367

same for all simulations and include WRF Single-Moment 6-class scheme for368

microphysics (Hong and Lim 2006), RRTM scheme for longwave radiation369
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(Mlawer et al. 1997), Dudhia scheme for shortwave radiation (Dudhia 1989),370

Eta similarity for surface layer (Janjic 1994), Noah Land Surface Model371

(Tewari et al. 2004), Mellor-Yamada-Janjic scheme for PBL (Janjic 1994)372

and Kain-Fritsch (Kain 2004) for cumulus. ECMWF analyses are used to373

provide initial and boundary conditions. The breeding rescaling period is set374

to 6h, which corresponds to the time period between two available analyses.375

3.1 Bred vectors in the parent domain376

In order to consider uncertainty from the boundary conditions, a parent377

domain (Fig. 2a) with a horizontal resolution of 40 km is defined. Breeding378

cycles are initiated on 15 August 2014 at 00 UTC by randomly perturb-379

ing the model state variables (potential temperature perturbation, u and v380

wind components and specific humidity) of the ECMWF analysis. The per-381

turbation is applied at all vertical levels except for the lowest and top levels382

to avoid numerical instability issues. The breeding cycle is started several383

days before 1 September 2014, the beginning of the test period, to allow for384

a sufficient spin-up period. The model is integrated using both perturbed385

and unperturbed analysis for a time interval of 6h, with boundary condi-386

tions provided by the six hourly ECMWF operational analysis. Boundary387

conditions are kept equal for the control and all perturbed runs. The parent388

domain has been defined large enough to prevent the use of a single external389
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boundary condition from affecting bred vectors in the inner experimental390

domain. At rescaling times, the amplitude of the perturbation is measured391

with the norms described in section 2, RMSD for ABV and logρ for LBV of392

potential temperature at a model level close to 850 hPa (Eqs. 2 and 4). The393

perturbation is rescaled to a RMSD of 1 K or a logρ of -1.1. This choice in394

logρ is based on the values of logρ obtained with the arithmetic rescaling so395

that the value of logρ of the logarithmic rescaling is equivalent to the mean396

logρ of the ABVs. The rescaling factor obtained is applied to all state vari-397

ables and vertical levels. The resulting perturbation is added to the next398

ECMWF analysis and the process is repeated. In order to avoid deviations399

from the actual meteorological field, re-centering on ECMWF analysis is400

performed every 6h breeding cycle. Every 6h control run is adapted to the401

ECMWF analysis valid on that time and the rescaled perturbation needed402

to produce bred vectors is added to this field, thus avoiding high divergence403

of the forecasted and real meteorological fields.404

3.2 Bred vectors in the inner domain405

The inner domain (Fig. 2b) has a horizontal resolution of 5 km. Bred406

vectors are produced using the same configuration and re-centering of the407

initial condition of the parent domain with some changes: boundary condi-408

tions for control and perturbed runs in the inner domain are obtained from409
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control and perturbed runs in the external domain in order to obtain cor-410

responding BVs in the inner domain; random perturbations are introduced411

five days later, on 20 August 2014 at 00 UTC in order to have balanced412

fields at the boundary conditions; and logarithmic bred vectors are rescaled413

with a logρ of -0.75, which corresponds to the mean logρ of the arithmetic414

bred vectors at the inner domain. An illustrative example of ABV and LBV415

is represented in Fig. 3 (left and central columns). Regarding OBV, the or-416

thogonalization process is only applied in the inner domain and the ABV in417

the parent domain are used to produce boundary conditions for these runs.418

An illustrative example of orthogonal bred vectors obtained is presented in419

Fig. 3 (right column).420 Fig. 2

Fig. 3

3.3 Illustrative examples of ensemble forecasts421

The different BVs (arithmetic, logarithmic and orthogonal) are obtained422

for the 3-month test period to construct initial condition perturbations. The423

same model configuration described for the BV generation is used for the424

forecast runs. Ensembles of all experiments have 11 members consisting in425

5 twin perturbations (i.e. positive and negative) and a control forecast. For426

each experiment, two 36-hour forecasts are run each day of the test period427

starting at 00 and 12 UTC. Boundary conditions for the inner domain are428

generated with a similar method used in the breeding generation. The set429
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of boundary conditions generated with this procedure is used for all the430

experiments.431

In order to test various generation strategies, a collection of 5 experi-432

ments is designed: A control experiment CNTL, whose initial perturbations433

are constructed by adding and subtracting each of the 5 arithmetic BVs; an434

analogous experiment based on logarithmic bred vectors, LOG, and three435

different configurations using the BVTEP method (Table 1). BVTEP NO-436

COMB uses perturbations constructed from the 5 available ABV, one for437

each perturbation, rescaled to different values of ω chosen randomly from438

the generalized normal distribution shown in Fig. 4. This distribution439

resembles the uniform distribution but avoids discontinuities in the proba-440

bilities (Nadarajah 2005). Experiment BVTEP COMB combines multiple441

ABV with different scales to generate each perturbation. 5 values of ω are442

chosen randomly as described above and applied to each of the 5 ABVs.443

Then, the number of modified bred vectors used to construct each pertur-444

bation is chosen randomly, so that the perturbation may be constructed445

from a single ABV or it may consist of a combination of the 5 ABV with446

5 different localizations with weights chosen randomly and applied so that447

the greatest factor is associated with the most localized term (i.e. high-448

est ω). Experiment ORT uses 1 OBV to generate each perturbation and449

the potential of the BVTEP technique together with the orthogonalization450
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of bred vectors is explored with the experiment ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB,451

with ORT perturbations rescaled with different values of ω, identically to452

BVTEP NOCOMB.453 Fig. 4

Table 1RMSD of potential temperature perturbation at model level 8 (close to454

850 hPa) is the norm used to set up initial perturbations in CNTL, which455

is set to a constant value of 0.5 K. In order to allow for a fair comparison456

between CNTL and other experiments, the perturbation amplitude is ad-457

justed to have an initial ensemble spread, measured as the root square of the458

mean variance, similar to the CNTL ensemble for different fields and model459

levels. When the BVTEP method is applied, perturbation amplitudes of460

all model levels and variables are set to a common logρ through a rescaling461

coefficient α′, analogous to the bred orthogonalization process. The original462

ω is computed using the full state vector, the β factor in Eq. 6 is computed463

and applied to the state vector and then α′ is used to rescale back the464

perturbations to their original magnitude. An upper bound is set for the465

perturbation amplitude to avoid exceeding expected analysis error maxima,466

which may generate spurious imbalances between fields. Nevertheless, the467

influence of this adjustment in the results is negligible as a large proportion468

of the perturbation is confined within typical analysis error range.469
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3.4 Ensemble verification470

The skill of the ensemble forecasts in the experiments is tested by means471

of different verification scores, such as the Rank Histogram (Anderson 1996;472

Talagrand and Vautard 1997) or the Continuous Rank Probability Score473

(CRPS) (Matheson and Winkler 1976; Haersbach 2000). Wind speeds at474

850hPa and 10 m, temperature at 850hPa and 2 m and 3h precipitation ac-475

cumulations are used in the verification as representative fields of relevant476

and challenging predictors at the mesoscale. Wind speed and temperature477

are verified against ECMWF analysis while 3h precipitation accumulations478

against operational synoptic surface stations. We use station precipitation479

data from the HymeX database (http://mistrals.sedoo.fr/HyMeX/) be-480

cause of the high frequency of measurements despite the limited geograph-481

ical extent of the available data, mainly across France and Spain.482

In order to focus on the experiments’ ability to predict active rainfall483

events and avoid the artificial and excessive influence of double-zero hits in484

the verification, we consider only cases with at least one ensemble member485

or the observation is above 0.2 mm.486

Uncertainty of CRPS is estimated by generating 95 % confidence inter-487

vals using the bootstrapping technique with 1000 resampling with replace-488

ments.489
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3.5 Case study: 7 November 2014 medicane490

In order to better understand the spatial characteristics of the initial491

perturbations and the skill of each proposed experiment, we focus the anal-492

ysis onto a single forecast with special relevance along the entire 3-month493

test period. The performance of CNTL and ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB en-494

sembles is analyzed for a Mediterranean severe weather event. The event495

is a so-called ”Mediterranean hurricane” or medicane, which are Mediter-496

ranean cyclones with tropical structure, including a free cloud eye (Emanuel497

2005) but smaller in size than their tropical analogues. These cyclones cause498

intense winds and precipitation (e.g. Fita et al. 2007) which may severely499

affect costal regions. Different studies show the role of cold temperature500

anomalies in the upper troposphere, low wind shear, high low-level vortic-501

ity and mid-levels relative humidity in the development and evolution of502

medicanes (e.g. Cavicchia et al. 2014).503

On 7 November 2014 an intense tropical-like cyclone formed over south-504

ern Sicily and impacted the islands of Pantelleria, Lampedusa and Malta.505

Wind gusts of 42.7 ms−1 and a minimum surface pressure of 985 hPa was506

registered in Malta during the event. A detailed physical and predictability507

analysis of this event can be found in Carrió et al. (2017).508
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4. Results509

4.1 Comparison of arithmetic, logarithmic and orthogonal bred510

vectors511

One of the main potential challenges when implementing the breeding512

technique is to avoid the collapse of the different bred vectors. For the513

arithmetic and logarithmic bred vectors the only source of diversity between514

different cycles in the inner domain is the initial random perturbation to-515

gether with the differences in boundary conditions, which arise from the516

diversity of bred vectors in the parent domain, which in turn is only influ-517

enced by the initial random perturbations. For the orthogonal bred vectors,518

the orthogonalization at each rescaling period helps to prevent the collapse.519

The degree of diversity between perturbations is quantified by means520

of RMSD between pairs of perturbations and with the ensemble dimen-521

sion. RMSD between perturbations does not converge to 0 for both ABV522

and LBV (Fig. 5 a,b). Therefore, arithmetic and logarithmic bred vectors523

generated with the above described configuration do not collapse as small524

differences can produce more diverse bred vectors after several rescaling pe-525

riods, which is a typical characteristic of chaotic systems. An interesting526

property of LBV is that although their diversity is lower at the beginning of527

the period, they attain similar or even larger differences than ABV by the528
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middle of the test period. Indeed, perturbation growth is larger for LBV529

during the first part of the test period. Regarding orthogonal bred vec-530

tors, their diversity is higher, which renders an ensemble dimension close531

to the maximum of 5 (Fig. 5d), so this methodology allows the creation532

of perturbations which sample a larger volume in phase space. However,533

the dimension is lower than 5 because bred vectors used in this analysis534

are taken from the model output, but before the next orthogonalization.535

The difference among all perturbations is also higher than in the case of536

arithmetic or logarithmic BV (see also values in Fig. 5c). The evolution537

of ensemble dimension is not constant throughout the test period, as it de-538

pends on the characteristics of the flow, which yields periods with more539

dominant instabilities characterized by lower dimension. An adequate mea-540

sure to characterize instabilities is the growth rate GR, which we compute541

as the logarithm between the bred vector amplitude at the end of each542

6-hour interval before the rescaling, measured as the RMSD between the543

perturbed and the control runs, and the initial amplitude:544

GR = log(RMSD6h/RMSD0). (11)

Growth rates (Fig. 5e) fluctuate along the test period showing periods545

of higher instabilities with intense growth rates and other periods of low546

or negative growth rates. LBVs have the largest growth rates, which is547

consistent with the greater ensemble dimension increase. Conversely, OBVs548
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present low growth rates, which may be due to the presence of decaying549

modes in the orthogonalised perturbations. For this reason, OBVs are used550

before the orthogonalisation when they retain a substantial part of the di-551

versity and only the growing modes are present.552 Fig. 5

Another important aspect of the evolution of BVs is the range of scales553

displayed by the perturbations, which is quantified by ω2 (Eq. 5). The range554

of ω2 does not present any remarkable differences between ABV, LBV and555

OBV (Fig. 6), but there are differences in the values of logρ imposed by the556

rescaling procedure as LBV are forced to have a prescribed logρ, whereas557

for ABV this is not a fixed quantity. When logρ is not fixed, perturbations558

with higher values of ω2 (i.e. more localized) are associated with lower559

values of logρ and vice versa, which is consistent with the definitions of560

these quantities. Indeed, more localized perturbations are characterized561

by higher maxima and lower values elsewhere. Conversely, low localized562

perturbations render lower amplitude variability, yielding a higher mean563

perturbation amplitude (i.e. higher logρ).564 Fig. 6

4.2 Ensemble dimension565

The spread generated in each experiment is assessed by means of ensem-566

ble dimension (Eq. 10). In order to analyze the evolution of the ensemble567

diversity with forecast time for each experiment, we compute the average568
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over the test period of the ensemble dimension for each forecast lead time.569

Uncertainty of the mean ensemble dimension over the test period is esti-570

mated through the standard error of the mean. The maximum dimension at571

initial time is 5 as twin (i.e. anti-correlated) perturbations do not increase572

ensemble dimension. However, evolution of these initial conditions under573

the nonlinear model dynamics weakens anti-correlation rendering a sub-574

stantial increase in ensemble dimension during the first forecast hours. No575

significant differences in ensemble dimension are observed between CNTL576

and LOG experiments beyond 6h lead time. However, BVTEP ensembles577

show interesting results. Ensemble dimension is significantly larger for the578

BVTEP NOCOMB experiment during the first 24 hours , proving that in-579

creasing the range of scales represented in the initial perturbations has a580

positive effect on ensemble forecast diversity. However, the BVTEP COMB581

experiment yields an average ensemble dimension slightly lower than CNTL582

(Fig. 7). This reveals that the combination of multiple bred vectors in a583

perturbation, despite the scale being modified, reduces overall ensemble ini-584

tial diversity. The difference between perturbations obtained applying Eq.585

8 when all available BV are considered is the assignment of each value of586

ω to each bred. If all bred vectors are similar, application of Eq. 8 would587

result in an ensemble with low initial diversity. In order to avoid this prob-588

lem, the number of bred vectors considered to generate each perturbation589
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is chosen randomly but for some days of the test period the initial ensem-590

ble dimension is still considerably lower than CNTL (Fig. 8). Therefore,591

the linear combination of tailored bred vectors per-se does not contribute592

to increase ensemble dimension. The orthogonalization of bred vectors has593

a great impact in ensemble dimension, rendering a significantly higher en-594

semble dimension with respect to control for all lead times considered. The595

combination of OBV with the BVTEP method shows the best performance596

with an initial dimension and growth rate higher than the rest of the ex-597

periments. The introduction of multiple scales also results in an increase598

in ensemble dimension with respect to the original orthogonal BV (not599

shown). Since boundary conditions are the same for all experiments, the600

differences between experiments approach ensemble dimension of the given601

lateral boundary perturbations with lead time. However, ORT+BVTEP602

NOCOMB still has considerably larger ensemble dimension than any other603

experiment after 24 hours lead time.604 Fig. 7

Fig. 8

4.3 Ensemble verification605

The spread of an ensemble should represent the spread of the real un-606

derlaying distribution. A Talagrand diagram or Rank Histogram can be607

constructed to test this property. Rank histograms for 850 hPa wind speed608

show underdispersive ensembles for all experiments (Fig. 9). However,609
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experiments show different spread, indicating the ability of each ensemble610

generation strategy in effectively introducing higher diversity in the fore-611

cast. BVTEP NOCOMB has a positive impact reducing the number of612

outliers with respect to control, specially for short lead times when the in-613

fluence of initial conditions is higher than the effects of boundary conditions,614

which are the same for all configurations. In this case, the introduction of615

multiple scales of interest into the initial perturbations through the expo-616

nential rescaling of the ABV allows to sample a broader range of possible617

scenarios outperforming traditional ABVs. A considerable improvement is618

obtained using OBVs, and the combination of orthogonal bred vectors with619

the modification of the localization of perturbations provides the best re-620

sults with a fairly flat histogram for a 6h lead time and with a considerable621

improvement for longer lead times. Hence, the greater diversity obtained622

with OBV combined the positive impact of including multiple scales pro-623

duces a more adequate sampling of the uncertainty. LOG and BVTEP624

COMB show similar rank histogram to CNTL, which is in agreement with625

the ensemble dimension results. Indeed, experiments with higher dimension626

(i.e. diversity) yield flatter rank histograms. Therefore, the rescaling used627

in the bred vector generation has no significant impact in mesoscale ensem-628

ble forecasts under realistic conditions, which is coherent with other studies629

(e.g. Corazza et al. 2003).630
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Regarding precipitation, rank histograms also show an improvement in631

terms of lower frequencies of outliers for BVTEP NOCOMB, ORT and632

ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB. However, for 3h precipitation accumulations,633

differences among experiments are lower than for 850 hPa wind speed (Fig.634

10).635 Fig. 9

Fig. 10An additional verification score, the CRPS, which is designed to measure636

the distance between the truth PDF and the forecasted one, is computed637

and analyzed for all experiments. In particular, CRPS for 850 hPa and638

10 m wind speed (Fig. 11 a,b) reveals that the BVTEP NOCOMB and639

especially ORT and ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB method improve upon the640

CNTL ensemble (i.e. lower CRPS), particularly for short lead times, being641

ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB the method which yields the best performance,642

while LOG and BVTEP COMB perform similarly to CNTL. The decompo-643

sition of CRPS into its different components reveals that the improvement644

in CRPS is related to an improvement in reliability, as resolution is very sim-645

ilar across experiments. Similar behavior is obtained for temperature (Fig.646

11 c,d), although differences between experiments are lower. Given the647

large amount of available observations due to the use of analysis to perform648

the verification, confidence intervals are narrow, making small differences649

significant. Regarding 3h precipitation accumulations against rain gauges650

observations, ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB performs the best (Fig. 11 e,f),651
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specially for longer lead times, although differences between experiments652

are not significant. The reason for this unexpected behavior is allegedly at-653

tributed to the spin-up time after a cold start of each 36-hour forecast. The654

spin-up after a cold start is particularly important for precipitation fields.655

In addition, the bias score (Fig 12) reveals a lower overprediction (Bias > 1)656

of 18 and 24 hour forecasts for low thresholds, but a higher underprediction657

(Bias < 1) for high thresholds. The greater number of low precipitation658

observations, which present a lower bias for longer lead times could explain659

the behavior of CRPS, although differences of CRPS with lead time are not660

significant. As for the wind speed and temperature, improvements in CRPS661

originate from better reliability.662 Fig. 11

Fig. 12

4.4 Case study663

In order to better understand the impact of each perturbation gener-664

ation strategy on ensemble skill, we focus our attention on a remarkable665

episode occurred during the experimental test period. The different bred666

vectors produced in the cycles previous to the formation of the 7 Novem-667

ber medicane reveal illustrating characteristics of each method investigated.668

By design, it is expected that bred vectors highlight areas with strong in-669

stabilities and thus, perturbations should focus on the medicane formation670

region. Indeed, arithmetic and orthogonal bred vectors show perturbations671
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on 7 November 00 concentrated near Sicily whereas 12 hours earlier they672

are more scattered over the domain (Fig. 13). Despite the greater diversity673

of OBVs over the full domain, bred vectors of 6 November 12 cycle highlight674

regions in the vicinity of Sicily, whereas maximums for ABVs are located675

near Corsica and Sardinia, as well as over the Adriatic. Therefore, in ad-676

dition to producing larger spread, OBVs also emphasize better regions of677

high uncertainty than ABVs.678 Fig. 13

Medicanes are a paradigmatic example of a high impact phenomenon679

with low predictability. In order to assess the ability of CNTL and ORT+BVTEP680

NOCOMB to predict the event, the probability of sea level pressure below681

990 hPa is computed ensembles on 7 November at 12 UTC, the moment of682

maximum intensification of the medicane in analysis, for forecasts started683

12h earlier at 00 UTC. ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB experiment shows higher684

probabilities of low pressure and the region of low pressures is closer to the685

actual medicane than for the CNTL ensemble (Fig. 14).686 Fig. 14

In addition, predicted medicane trajectories are inspected and compared687

to the observed cyclone track. Differences between CNTL and ORT+BVTEP688

NOCOMB are small (Fig. 15). Both ensembles have members close to the689

observed track during the first hours of simulation, passing through Malta.690

Nevertheless, none of the members is able to reproduce the final northward691

evolution of the medicane along the east coast of Sicily. The inclusion of692
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model error in the ensembles and the use of a higher resolution in simu-693

lations could potentially improve the forecast for this extreme event. In694

addition, a domain centered over the region where the medicane formed695

would allow to emphasize the effect of initial condition perturbations from696

the effect of boundary conditions.697 Fig. 15

5. Conclusions698

In this study, we explore the potential of bred vectors to contribute to the699

advancement of the prediction of mesoscale phenomena that produce high700

social impact. A fundamental challenge for mesoscale ensemble generation701

methods is the production of sufficient spread to adequately sample infre-702

quent and extreme events in the distribution of predicted scenarios. We test703

the ability of arithmetic, logarithmic and orthogonal breeding techniques to704

generate improved mesoscale ensemble initial condition perturbations, and705

eventually better forecasts. Logarithmic bred vectors are rescaled using a706

geometrical mean norm instead of the original arithmetic norm. The use of707

orthogonalization processes improves upon the former as collinearity among708

bred cycles is removed by design. Building upon this, we propose a method709

to generate ensemble initial conditions perturbations containing a control-710

lable range of spatial scales. These tailored perturbations allow the ensemble711

designer to target specific spatial scales of interest without modifying the712
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bred rescaling period, typically forced by operational constrains.713

By means of experimental ensembles run over a 3 month period with 2714

forecasts per day and 36 h forecasts with 11 members, we benchmark each715

considered method with special attention on the ensemble diversity and716

skill. The ensemble diversity produced by each perturbation generation717

method is first tested with the so-called ensemble dimension, which quanti-718

fies the number of linearly independent members in the ensemble. In other719

words, this quantity measures the dimension of the subspace sampled by720

the perturbations. A first comparison between arithmetic and logarithmic721

experiments indicates that no significant differences are observed between722

them in terms of diversity. Despite the demonstrated differences between723

these two norms previously found in the literature for toy models, using log-724

arithmic bred vectors does not have an impact with respect to the original725

arithmetic bred vectors in realistic mesoscale ensemble configurations. The726

fact that, conversely to toy models, realistic mesoscale ensembles run over727

limited area domains introduces the requirement for boundary conditions,728

and the system becomes non-autonomous. Thus, the need for boundary con-729

ditions in real models cancels the benefits of logarithmic rescaling reported730

for toy models. However, when orthogonalization is used, the diversity of731

the perturbations is significantly increased.732

From the various flavors of bred vectors generated, multiple ensemble733
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building strategies are tested. The original arithmetic method by Toth and734

Kalnay (1993) is labeled as control. The method of tailored perturbations735

clearly enhances ensemble diversity and skill when only the localization736

(spatial scale) of a bred vector is altered but it is not the case when multi-737

ple bred vectors are combined into a single perturbation (i.e. in an ensemble738

member). Therefore, results demonstrate that introducing (i.e. sampling)739

a wider range of scales in the initial conditions perturbations than merely740

those dynamically generated by the breeding cycle improves ensemble di-741

versity and skill. Contrary to the initial hypothesis, the linear combination742

of multiple modified perturbations damages initial dimension and also en-743

semble forecast dimension at later lead times. Results confirm that the744

mesoscale generation method that produces best diversity and verification745

results combines orthogonal bred vectors with tailored perturbations to gen-746

erate initial perturbations that sample a wide range of spatial scales. Indeed,747

the key to its success is that the initially higher dimension of orthogonal bred748

vectors is enhanced with the tailored method, and the subsequent forecast749

has also considerably higher dimension than the other tested experiments750

for lead times up to 36 hours. Additionally, this experiment exhibits the751

best forecast skill from the perspective of different verification scores. It is752

noteworthy that results for ensemble dimension and the various verification753

scores are similar, so that the skill is improved when the ensemble dimension754
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(i.e. the diversity) is higher.755

Despite the significant improvements obtained from the new proposed756

method, all ensembles show some degree of underdispersion. This can par-757

tially be attributable to the particular configuration of the boundary condi-758

tions used (same boundary data for all experiments) and also to the presence759

of additional sources of error such as model error, which is not sampled in760

these experiments.761

The analysis of an extreme event occurred during the test period, the762

7 November 2014 medicane, illustrates the characteristics of each ensem-763

ble initial condition generation method tested. Arithmetic and orthogonal764

bred vectors highlight areas of intense instabilities prior to the formation of765

the medicane as it is expected by the design of the breeding methodology.766

The performance of ensembles initiated from arithmetic, and orthogonal767

tailored bred vectors shows only minor differences among them in cyclone768

track, although ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB experiment shows improvements769

in minimum pressure location for the time of maximum intensification770

The potential of the new ensemble generation method consisting of the771

combination of orthogonal bred vectors with a tailored method to generate772

perturbations to initialize mesoscale ensemble prediction systems has been773

investigated and confirmed. These solid and promising results open the door774

to more ambitious tests including the sampling of model error by means of775
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multiphysics or stochastic parameterization setups, as well as larger en-776

semble sizes and higher spatial resolutions that allow the improvement the777

forecasts of severe weather phenomena in the short range.778
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Fig. 1. Average two-dimensional power spectrum for a) temperature per-
turbations with ω2 ≈ 1, b) ω2 = 2.5 and c) difference between these
spectra. kx and ky represent the wavenumber in the west-east and
south-north directions respectively.
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Fig. 2. Domains used for the generation of bred vectors and forecasts: a) 40-
km horizontal resolution parent domain, b) 5-km horizontal resolution
inner domain.
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Fig. 3. Potential temperature at model level 8 (nearly 850 hPa) for the
5 ABVs (left column), 5 LBVs (central column) and 5 OBVs (right
colum). Example taken on 7 November 2014 at 00UTC.
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Fig. 4. Generalized normal distribution with shape parameter p = 10, mean
µ = 1.5 and scale σ = 0.5.
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Fig. 5. a), b) and c): Evolution of the RMSD between pairs of bred vectors
for arithmetic, logarithmic and orthogonal BV respectively for the pe-
riod September-November 2014. d) ensemble dimension and e) 6-hour
growth rate for ABV, LBV and OBV over the test period.
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Fig. 6. Localization-Amplitude (ω2 − logρ) diagram for ABV, LBV and
OBV during the test period.
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Fig. 9. Rank histogram for 850 hPa wind speed at lead times: a) 6h, b)
12h, c) 18h and d) 24h.
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Fig. 10. As in Fig. 9 for 3h accumulated precipitation.
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Fig. 11. CRPS and Reliability component of the CRPS as a function of lead
time for the different experiments for a), b) 850 hPa (solid) and 10 m
(dashed) wind speed; c), d) 850 hPa (solid) and 2 m (dashed) temper-
ature, and e), f) 3h accumulated precipitation. Error bars in panels
e) and f) represent the 95 % confidence interval obtained from 1000
bootstrap samples. Error bars for wind and temperature are omitted
because they are too narrow to be appreciated.63
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Fig. 12. Bias score for 3h accumulated precipitation as a function of pre-
cipitation thresholds for CNTL (blue) and ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB
(magenta) at different lead times: 6h (solid), 12h (dashed), 18h (dot-
ted) and 24h (dash-dotted). Plot includes reference Bias=1 and the
histogram of observation frequencies.
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Fig. 13. u-wind component of bred vectors at model level 5 (close to 925
hPa) for two arithmetic (upper panels) and two orthogonal (lower pan-
els) bred vectors valid on 6 November 2014 at 12 UTC (left panels)
and 7 November 2014 at 00 UTC (right panels). Bred vector values
represented are normalized to the 99.99 percentile.
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Fig. 14. Probability of sea level pressure below 990 hPa for a) CNTL and
b) ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB ensembles (shaded) valid on 7 November
2014 at 12 UTC (T+12h). Solid lines depict sea level pressure analysis
field.
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Fig. 15. Medicane tracks for CNTL ensemble members (blue lines on left
panel) and ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB (magenta lines on right panel)
from 7 November at 12 UTC to 8 November at 06 UTC. Black line
represents the observed track.
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Table 1. Summary of the different ensemble configurations tested with
experiment names, number of bred vectors combined to construct a
single perturbation and colors used to represent results in graphics.

Experiment Bred type No. of bred vectors for each pert. Color
CNTL Arithmetic 1 Dark blue
LOG Logarithmic 1 Green

BVTEP NOCOMB Arithmetic rescaled 1 Red
BVTEP COMB Arithmetic rescaled 1-5 Light blue

ORT Orthogonal 1 Orange
ORT+BVTEP NOCOMB Orthogonal rescaled 1 Magenta
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